Magnetoencephalography indicates finger motor somatotopy.
The existence or non-existence of fine-scale motor somatotopy of the hand is a fundamental problem with regard to the functioning of the human brain. In contrast to seldom contradicted early twentieth century descriptions of activation overlap, descriptions of finger motor somatotopy faced disagreement. Recent blood-flow-related brain mapping data achieved with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) argue in favour of fine-scale somatotopy. However, considerable discrepancies between blood oxygen-level-dependent fMRI activations and intracortically recorded neuronal activity have been reported and it is unclear whether the blood flow results truly reflect the neuronal situation. We have used recent advances in magnetoencephalography to detect signals deriving directly from neuronal tissue. Besides replication of the overlap aspect, we found statistically significant evidence for the existence of a somatotopic aspect of human hand motor representation when comparing the fifth and first finger motor dipoles along the superior-inferior axis. The average location of the fifth finger was found to be 2.31 mm superior to the first finger.